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This book is a work of reference which provides an easily understandable 

survey of all the areas, fields and installations on the Norwegian continental 

shelf. It also describes developments in these waters since the 1960s, 

including why Norway was able to become an oil nation, the role of 

government and the rapid technological progress made.

 In addition, the book serves as an industrial heritage plan for the oil 

and gas industry. This provides the basis for prioritising offshore installations 

worth designating as national monuments and which should be documented. 

The book will help to raise awareness of the oil industry as industrial heritage 

and the management of these assets.
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This oil field south-west of Glitne straddles the 
UK-Norwegian median line, with 20 per cent in 
Norway’s sector and 80 per cent on the British side. 
Development plans were approved by the British 
and Norwegian governments on 1 July 2006, and 
production began on 31 March 2007. Operated by 
Talisman Expro, Enoch was the first field developed 
under an agreement on cross-boundary petroleum 
collaboration signed by the UK and Norwegian 
governments in 2005.

Reservoir and recovery strategy
The reservoir comprises sandstones in a submarine 
fan system of Palaeocene age, about 2 100 metres 
down. Its quality varies. Production is based on 
pressure reduction, but water injection could be 
relevant later.

Transport
Enoch’s wellstream is piped to Brae A, about 15 kilo-
metres to the north, for processing before export of 
the oil by pipeline to Cruden Bay. The gas is sold to 
the Brae licensees.

Development solution
Enoch has been developed with a subsea instal-
lation placed on the UK continental shelf and tied 
back to Britain’s Brae field.
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The Enoch subsea installations with the pipeline to Brae A. Illustration: Talisman

Enoch
Blocks  15/5 (Norwegian)
 16/13 (British)
Production licences  029 and 046
Awarded  1969 and 1976

Total recoverable reserves  2.15 mill bbl oil
Remaining at 31 Dec 2008  1.9 mill bbl oil

Discovery year  1991
Approved for development 1 Jul 2005
On stream 31 May 2007
Operator  Talisman North Sea 
Operations organisation  Stavanger
Main supply base  Dusavik

Licensees
Talisman North Sea 24.00%
Dyas UK  14.00%
Bow Valley Petroleum  12.00%
Roc Oil GB 12.00%
Statoil  11.78%
Dana Petroleum    8.80%
Endeavour Energy    8.00%
Altinex    4.36%
Noil Energy    2.00%
Dong E&P Norge    1.86%
Talisman LNS   1.20%


